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Three reasons for transparency

1) Practicing what we preach
“Sunlight is said to be the best of 
disinfectants” – Louis D. Brandeis, 1914, 
Other People's Money--and How the 
Bankers Use It
https://goo.gl/yxXDzc

Broockman/Kalla/Aronow, “Irregularities in LaCour (2014)”: 



Three reasons for transparency

2) Creating the possibility of replication and extension and enable 
comparative research (broadly understood)

…for more, see NYU Health Sciences Library, 
“Data Sharing and Management Snafu in 
3 Short Acts”
https://youtu.be/N2zK3sAtr-4



Three reasons for transparency

3) Providing our graduate students a better understanding of the “innards” 
of an article

“We operationalize media attention for each agency by first counting the 
number of stories included in the Nexis UK newspaper database that referred to 
the agency within a financial year. We then obtain the over-time mean and 
standard deviation of the number of media stories for each agency over its 
lifespan within our dataset. Finally, for each observation (agency-financial year), 
we calculate a z-score of the number of media stories. This score indicates the 
number of media stories away from the mean, measured in units of the 
standard deviation of media stories for the agency. This measure shows 
whether media attention in the year is atypical.” 

– from James/Petrovsky/Moseley/
Boyne (2016 BJPolS), “The Politics of Agency Death”

* Generate media stories within-agency standard 
* deviation indicator: 
sort agencyID
by agencyID: egen mean_media = mean(mediastories)
by agencyID: egen SD_media = sd(mediastories)
gen media_Z_score = (mediastories - mean_media)/SD_media
sort agencyID financialyear



The Open Science Foundation’s Transparency and 
Openness Promotion standards: 
Public Administration Review is a signatory

https://cos.io/top/



Public Administration Review’s development of 
guidelines for data and research design 
transparency

Two editors drafting PAR’s version of level 1 guidelines: 
Deanna Malatesta (https://goo.gl/GCF8aC) and myself

Three principles for PAR’s guidelines: 
1) Voluntary
2) Inclusive of qualitative research and of research using sensitive data
3) Badges as positive inducements: https://goo.gl/daTKhE

( )



Public Administration Review’s development of 
guidelines for data and research design 
transparency

Steps: 

1) June 2016: Lars Tummers’ ‘Speak Your Mind’ post & discussion 
2) January 2017: Jim Perry’s editorial
3) Currently: Consultations with editors and associate editors
4) ~ April 1: Clean draft to be circulated to whole editorial board, asking for 

comments
5) ~ May 1: Updated draft to be posted on ‘Speak Your Mind,’ asking for 

comments from the broader PAR community
6) ~ June 1: Once again updated guidelines to be reviewed with editors
7) ~ July 1: Finalized guidelines incorporated into PAR’s Instructions for 

Authors and PAR begins using the guidelines


